
NEIGHBORHOOD ALERT!
This is what will happen if the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH) 

gets approval for its ill-conceived, ill-defined, and deliberately misrepresented project:
The Richard Gilder Center for Science, Education, & Innovation.

At least $135 Million of your tax dollars will fund construction of this mammoth vanity 
project, which is primarily an enormous, empty atrium. The money has already been allocated 
by local and state politicians. Once built, you will continue to pay for the heating, cooling, & 
maintenance of this energy-inefficient building forever.

For the duration of the construction project, estimated to last between 3-5 years… 
• Expect the disruption of existing brownfields (consisting of abandoned oil tanks, PAHs, lead, mercury, & 
industrials solvents) which are dangerous to public health and threaten the very existence of the Park.
• Expect much of Theodore Roosevelt Park to be inaccessible, used as a staging area, with years of noise 
and dust pollution from demolition, jack-hammers, and construction.
• Expect to hear chainsaws cutting down majestic canopy trees to make way for a wide-cemented walkway 
to an architectural entry-hall extravaganza.
• Expect the permanent disappearance of peaceful, public parkland and the permanent loss of a quiet, 
residential neighborhood.

If the Gilder Center is built…
• Attendance will spike, drawing a projected 6.4 Million visitors annually. (When the Rose Planetarium 
was built, the Museum projected an annual spike of 50,000 new visitors; actual numbers are closer to 2 
Million.)
• More cars, buses, and trucks will clog Columbus Ave., severely impeding police, fire, ambulance, and 
other emergency vehicles. Double-parked school buses will crowd the streets.
• Visitors coming from the 79th St. subway on Broadway will swarm the neighborhood to see this world 
tourist attraction.
• Souvenir vendors and food carts will flock to line Columbus Ave. in front of the park – more trash & rats 
will follow.

More and more public park land is being stolen by private developers with the 
collusion of politicians. The AMNH, aided by local and state politicos, is determined 
to go ahead with this project. Why are the desires of a private institution prioritized 

over the opposition of the thousands of people who will be seriously impacted?

We value science, education, and innovation. But outside of its name, the proposed 
Gilder Center will have very little to do with any of those things. 

Join Us. Resist. Volunteer! Donate! Spread the Word!

Send checks to the address below or donate online via our website.
Community United to Protect Theodore Roosevelt Park

150 W. 79th Street, Suite 6E
New York, NY 10024

www.saveourpark.nyc/giving


